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ABSTRACT
The knowledge of the interfacial shear stress is not only essential for estimating the pressure drop but also is fundamental for modelling twophase flow phenomena. Most annular flow interfacial shear stress models in the open literature are formulated based upon the sand-roughness
model, which diverge from reality to some extent because of the mobility of gas-liquid interface. In view of this, a prediction model of gasliquid interfacial shear stress for vertical annular flow has been proposed, which takes the interfacial characteristics into account, i.e. the local
disturbance wave shapes obtained through processing the time trace of liquid film thickness that is measured using high-speed videos and
extracted by the Matlab code in our previous work. What is more, the influence of the entrainment-deposition process and formation of gas eddy
caused by the disturbance wave height when the gas core moves through the disturbance wave and subsequently encounters an abrupt expansion
on the interfacial shear stress are incorporated into the model. The results predicted by the current model show that the interfacial shear stress
has an increasing trend for the increase of both gas and liquid superficial velocities, and the non-dimensional pressure drop originating from the
interfacial shear stress is in the form of c fs

33.6Reg0.91 Re0.30
f .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gas-liquid annular flow is one of the most common two-phase flow patterns that arise in practice. It is normally characterized by a gas core
flowing through the center of the tube; a part of the liquid, as a thin liquid film, flowing on the tube wall. The thin liquid film is composed of
both thin, slow-moving base film and thick, fast-moving disturbance wave [1, 2]. Annular flow is also typical of high interfacial shear stress,
caused by high shear velocities introduced by the high gas rates, the continuous processes of droplet entrainment into the gas core and droplet
deposition out of the gas core, and the characteristics of the disturbance waves include the interface structure, i.e. the wave height, spacing,
velocity, etc. The interfacial shear stress being treated as mainly part of pressure drop (one of the most important parameters used to
characterize a flow system) has been the subject of extensive studies in the past.
The most widely used model for interfacial shear stress using a friction factor was proposed by Wallis [3] who treated the liquid film as a type
of wall roughness and defined an interfacial friction factor, fi, as

fi

0.005(1  300

G

D

)

(1)

It derived from an analogy to a simplified form of the friction correlation in fully rough pipes, valid over a small range of roughness. Over the
years, the Wallis correlation has been modified in order to match the experimental results over a larger range of film thickness. Those
modifications consisted mostly of the small changes in the form and in the constants of the Wallis correlation and the inclusion of a Reynolds
number dependency. Lopes and Dukler [4] and Fore et al. [5] demonstrated that the introduction of a Reynolds number dependency could be
justified by the occurrence of transition roughness, instead of full roughness. However, no physically based justification was given for this
suggestion. Also, it was not clear from their work how transition roughness should be implemented correctly in the correlation.
Kumar et al. [6] summarized the deficiency in the existing models and developed a new interfacial shear stress model called the law of the
interface model based on the law of the wall approach in turbulent flows. However, the prediction of the void fraction in their model was less
accurate due to the lack of a good mechanistic model for entrainment. Oliemans et al. [7] presented an investigation into the reliability with
which pressure loss, film thickness and liquid entrainment can be predicted by an annular flow model that was based on the well-known twofluid (separated flow) concept and new correlations for interfacial friction and liquid fraction entrained were proposed using data compiled
previously at AERE Harwell. Alves et al. [8] proposed a mechanistic two fluid model for annular flow in vertical which was similar to the
approach used in development of stratified flow model enabled detailed prediction of the annular flow characteristics, including the velocity
distribution, liquid fraction entrained, gas void fraction, and pressure-gradient. Because Alves’s model was in possess of physical nature, it was
used frequently in Alamu’s thesis [9] to validate experimental results of his study. Whereas, the development of their interfacial shear stress
model by mean of two-fluid concept was of little concern liquid film characteristics. Similar situation was encountered in application of the
momentum balance in the axial direction of the gas core to obtain the interfacial shear stress [10, 11], although in this connection it was
convenient for adding influence factors to the interfacial shear stress such as gravity, entrainment and deposition, etc. Maron et al. [12]
presented a new approach towards the prediction of the interfacial fiction factor in two-phase wave film flow and proved that the interfacial
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shear stress and pressure drop were directly related to the waviness of the film and the mobility of the interface. They evaluated the role of
interfacial mobility, differentiating between the wavy film and the solid boundary, which indicated that the interfacial shear stress was related to
both the wave structure and the hydrodynamic features of the wave. They also concluded that the difficulties in predicting the interfacial shear
stress evolved from the complicated wave structure of the interface and the liquid entrainment and deposition processes. Therefore, the liquid
entrainment and deposition processes were considered indirectly by introducing a momentum recovery coefficient arbitrarily. Asali et al. [13]
developed an equation for the entrainment which interpreted it as resulting from a balance between the rate of atomization of the wall film and
the rate of deposition of droplets entrained in the gas. The results were used to develop design methods to predict the frictional pressure loss and
the film height. Wang et al. [14] investigated the influences of wave height on the interfacial friction in annular gas-liquid flow and found that
the friction factor in annular two-phase flow decreased less significantly with the decrease of the relative interfacial roughness than that in
single-phase flow, which could be explained by the flat wave shape in annular flow.
Based on the review of the existing models and from the perspective of modeling of the interfacial shear stress for annular flow, emphasis
should be put on the the gas-liquid interfacial structures and entrainment-deposition process. A fundamental understanding of the interfacial
properties mainly including the interfacial roughness and some special phenomena such as entrainment and deposition is critical for better
predictions of the pressure drop and interfacial shear stress in annular two-phase flow. What is more, the mobility of gas-liquid interfacial which
is mainly different from the rough solid surfaces should be taken into account. However, few of the researches in the open literature are devoted
to those matters mentioned above in detail. The principal objectives of this paper are to develop an interfacial shear stress model which takes the
interfacial characteristics, entrainment-deposition process and gas eddy effect into account.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The two-phase vertical upward annular flow experiments have been performed on an air-water test facility available in TRSL (Thermalhydraulics and Reactor Safety Laboratory) of Purdue University. Figure 1 is the schematic of test facility. The liquid flowing from the
accumulator passes through a ball valve and a liquid magnetic flowmeter delivering to the buffer channel to distribute water to test section
uniformly through three directions which have 120q angles to each other. Compressed air from gas storage tank passes through a ball valve, a
filter and an air rotameter, then mixes with liquid in the two phase mixture injection system. The water flow rate is measured by magnetic
flowmeter with an accuracy of ±1%, and the air flow rate is set and measured by a rotameter with an accuracy of ±4% of full scale. Water is
injected into an air–water mixture injection unit where a bubble generator is located. A sparger with an average pore size of 10 μm is employed
as the bubble generator, which produces near uniform bubbles of approximately 1-2 mm in diameter at the inlet of the test section. This method
can produce near uniform gas phase at the inlet of the test section, and it is helpful in generation of annular flow with minimum initial
entrainment and entrance effect. The desired gas and liquid flow rate can be obtained by adjusting the ball valve and a frequency conversion
pump respectively. Then the two-phase mixture enters into a transparent tubular PMMA test section with inner diameter D=2.54 cm. Along
with the test section, three impedance void meters are located at three positions, namely, 0.637 m, 2.159 m and 3.683 m from the inlet vertically
along the test section respectively. Since air-water mixture injection unit is employed at both the top and the bottom of each test section (left
side with inner diameter D=2.54 cm, right side with inner diameter D=5.08 cm), so that the experimental loop is capable of operating in both
upward and downward flow configurations. However, the current tests are tailored to the upward annular flow in the tubular PMMA test section
having an inside diameter of 2.54 cm.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the test facility

2.1. Pressure Drop Measurement
The pressure and differential pressure measurements are conducted by a pressure gauge at the test section inlet and a differential pressure
transducer at three probe ports, respectively. The accuracies of the pressure gauge and the pressure transducer are within ±3% of span and
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within ±1% of full scale, respectively. To estimate test section conditions accurately, differential pressure and gauge pressure measurements are
taken simultaneously. The pressure drop is evaluated by processing the upstream two differential pressure transducer signals. To avoid
ambiguities in the pressure drop measurements associated with the presence of two phases in the tapping lines a liquid purge system (0.1~1% of
the total liquid flow rate) is installed. The signals from the pressure gauge and differential pressure transducers are sent to a computer equipped
with a data acquisition card and the sampling frequency is 10000 Hz. Experiments have been performed with five different gas phase superficial
velocities, and three different liquid phase superficial velocities at ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure respectively.
Generally, the pressure drop increases with the increase of gas superficial velocity at a constant liquid superficial velocity as illustrated in Fig. 2,
which are similar to others in the literature [9, 14]. Because in the annular flow region gas superficial velocity is high enough to cause high
friction pressure drop, which is dominant in the total pressure drop and higher than gravitational pressure drop. In addition, with respect to the
annular flow, the entrained droplets can be relatively important. The mechanism of transfer of momentum by the convection of droplets
proposed by Fore et al. [10] is crucial for the pressure drop, which can equal as much as 20% of the total pressure-gradient. Based upon Ishii
and Mishima [15], the entrained droplets also increase with the increase of gas and liquid superficial velocity, resulting in the higher pressure
drop.
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Fig. 2. Pressure gradient vs. gas superficial velocity

3. DESCRIPTION MODEL
3.1. Physical Model
When a gas phase flows over a thin liquid film, several different flow regimes are possible depending on the magnitude of the gas phase
velocity. Far away from the entrance region, the interface is relatively stable with a relative small gas velocity. However, as the gas phase
velocity increases, the disturbance wave will appear caused by a small interfacial perturbation which is known as Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
Being treated as a component of the thin liquid film, disturbance wave is the most dramatic phenomena in the two phase gas-liquid annular
flow, because of which the disturbance wave can cause a substantial increase in mass and energy transport at the two-phase interface, also result
in phenomena of entrainment, deposition and eddy. Physical observations elucidate [16] that the liquid droplets are entrained in the front region
of the disturbance wave. Their research works show that droplets entrainment fraction cannot be measured until after disturbance waves appear
in the annular flow. It is considered that the droplets originate from large disturbance waves in the liquid film. Subsequently, the droplets are
injected into the gas core, accelerated to reasonably high velocity compared with the slow moving liquid film, and the droplets in the gas core
continuously deposit on the film in a process called droplet deposition. Therefore, from the perspective of physical process of entrainment and
deposition, an integrated disturbance wave can be divided into two parts, i.e. control volume one and volume two representing the front and rear
of the disturbance wave respectively, as can be seen from Fig. 3. Usually, the slope of the leeward face changes more abruptly than the slope of
the upwind face [17].
Given that a part of the liquid flows as entrained liquid droplets in the gas core, the density and the velocity of the gas core must be defined for
the purposes of this analysis. By using a homogeneous flow assumption according to Holowach et al. [18], the density of the gas core, U g'' , is
defined in terms of the void fraction, ag, and the volume fraction occupied by entrained liquid droplets, ae.

U g'' =

Dg
De
U 
U
De  D g g De  D g f

(2)

Where U g and U f are the liquid and gas densities respectively. The principal objective of use of Eq. 2 is that ag can be obtained directly by
using the impedance void meters in the experiment. The volume fraction occupied by entrained liquid droplets, ae, can be obtained by mean of
Ishii and Mishima [15] who developed following correlation for the prediction of the entrainment fraction in quasi-equilibrium annular flow
region (fully developed region).
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Where We is the Weber number being defined as,

U g jg2 D 'U 1/3
(
)
V
Ug

We

(4)

It is convenient to work on this matter in a frame moving with the velocity up with respect to the disturbance wave peak as shown in Fig. 3. up is
the disturbance wave propagation velocity can be obtained from Berna et al. [19] who proposed a new wave velocity with high accuracy by
summarizing and comparing many wave velocity corrections and experimental data.

up

Cw0.13
Reg0.38 Re0.16
f

U g jg  U f j f

(5)

Ug  U f
In which, CW, defined by Ishii and Grolmes [20], is used to account for the effect of the surface tension on the circulation/dissipation flow in the
wave. The wave velocity has an increasing trend of wave celerity for the increase of both gas and liquid superficial velocities, and vice-versa.
When the gas core flows over the leeward face of the disturbance wave (volume one), the momentum variation from volume one gives,

Fig. 3. Schematic of the physical model in the moving frame with speed up
lr

lr

0

0

'M r  U g'' gS ³ ( R  G local )2dl  ( Ar P r  Ap P p )  2S ³ W i ,r ( R  G local )dl

(6)

The terms on the right hand side of Eq. 6 represent the gravity, pressure difference and interfacial shear stress from left to right respectively. In
view of the momentum loss of the gas core due to the entrainment-deposition process and formation of gas eddy caused by the sharp extension
of cross-section [12], the momentum reduction from volume two is different from the momentum gain from volume one. As for the volume
two, obviously, the momentum gain from volume one is identical to the momentum reduction from volume two if ignoring the influence of the
entrainment, deposition and eddy on pressure losses. Because the gas core velocity profile at the rear and front of the disturbance wave are the
same by ignoring the gas expansion effect due to the axial pressure drop. In contrast, provided that gas eddy and entrainment-deposition effect
exist in volume two, the momentum gain from volume one is not equal to the momentum reduction from volume two. In view of this, supposed
that part of the momentum gained from volume one, O 'M r , investing in the momentum loss due to the entrainment-deposition process and
formation of gas eddy results in,
'M f ˄1  O˅
'M r
(7)
Where, λ denotes the ratio of momentum loss caused by the entrainment-deposition process and formation of gas eddy to the momentum gained
from volume one. Therefore, the momentum reduction from volume two can be expressed,
lf

 1  O 'M r  U g'' gS ³ ( R  G local )2dl  ( Af P
0

lf

f

 Ap P p )  2S ³ W i , f ( R  G local )

(8)

0

In pursuit of the influence of entrainment-deposition process and formation of gas eddy on the interfacial shear stress, many references [5, 10,
11] have devoted the researches to this matter so far. Thereby, the entrainment-deposition process and formation of gas eddy can be
implemented directly here.
lf

lf

0

0

O'M r  2S ³ RDU D ( R  G local )dl  2S ³ REU E ( R  G local )dl
lf



S ³ 'Pe [ R 2  ( R  G local )2 ]dl

(9)

0

lf

Where, RE and RD are the entrainment rate and the deposition rate respectively which can be obtained from Ishii and Kataoka [15, 21].
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At steady state conditions, the rates of deposition and entrainment are equal, resulting in an equilibrium entrainment fraction of droplets, E, in
the gas core. UE is the mean axial velocity of entraining drops taken as the wave velocity and UD is the mean axial velocity of depositing drops
which is taken as 80% the mean gas velocity based upon Fore and Dukler [22]. δlocal is the local liquid film thickness.
For the gas phase flows of interest, as shown in the Fig. 1, when the gas core goes through the disturbance wave, it will encounter a sudden flow
cross-sectional area expansion which will result in rolling eddy [23]. Pressure loss caused by gas eddy in the volume two is evaluated as follow
based upon Cao [24]
K U g''
(11)
'Pe
(ug  ulf )2
2
Where, K is the coefficient representative of pressure loss due to the sudden flow cross-sectional area expansion which is assumed to be 0.3
based upon Zapke et al. [25]. Summing up Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 results in,
lf

lr

O'M r [ U g'' gS ³ ( R  G local ) 2dl  U g'' gS ³ ( R  G local ) 2dl ]
0

0

(12)

llength

 ( Ar P r  Af P f )  2S

³ W (R  G
i

mean

)dl

0

Where, llength is the disturbance wave length, which is defined as,

llength

l f  lr

(13)

and to make this model tractable, the interfacial shear stress gives,
llength

³ W (R  G
i

0

mean

lf

lr

0

0

)dl # ³ W i , f ( R  G local )dl  ³ W i ,r ( R  G local )dl

(14)

In pursuit of the leeward and upwind face length ( lr and l f ), unfortunately, it is not straightforward to find reliable data in the open literature
for describing the parameters largely because most experiments have been designed to study other features of annular flow. Hall Taylor et al.
[17] displays a new model for the disturbance wave that the disturbance wave is partitioned into two regions, i.e. an isolated regions of unknown
constant vorticity liquid, behind which the gas separates to produces a recirculating wake, which also has constant vorticity. In implementing
that model, an assumption that the two regions are symmetrical in shape has been proposed. Therefore, based upon the assumption proposed by
Hall Taylor et al. [17] and to make the analysis more tractable herein, lf is assumed equal to lr.
3.2. Performance of Model

Fig. 4. Liquid film thickness time trace (jf≈0.03 m/s)
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Solutions of those integral equations need the local disturbance wave profiles, i.e. local wave shapes, G local , and wave spacing. The liquid film
thickness time trace (jf≈0.03 m/s) by mean of the Matlab code analysis of the high-speed video images of vertical upflow has attained as shown
in Fig. 4. The detailed descriptions of high-speed imaging system and the image processing method can be found in our previous work [26].
However, this method is restricted to extract the spatial variation of the liquid film thickness because of the limited size of images (13 mm
totally in axial direction). Therefore, a similar method as used by Hall Taylor et al. [17] has been applied to reproduce the liquid film thickness
time trace as a spatial profile in Fig. 5, assuming a steady travelling wave velocity, up, to convert the time domain to the space domain.
From the point of view of the modeling, the paramount ingredients of the disturbance waves are uniform wave spacing (wave length) and
identical local wave shapes. However, as can be seen from the Fig. 5, although the liquid film typically consists of wavy part and base or
substrate, the local wave shapes and spaces between disturbance waves are anomalous which is hard to be implemented in the modeling. In
view of this, some assumptions are indispensable for this matter, i.e. uniform wave spacing and disturbance wave height. The wave spacing
equals to the total length of the film thickness time trace divided by the number of peaks that appear in the entire time trace. In an effort to
generate information specifically and exclusively on the number of peaks, an in-house, dedicated MATLAB script is developed to count peaks
with large amplitudes (defined in this work as having amplitudes 1.6 times the mean film thickness or more) according to Zhao et al. [27].

Fig. 5. Spatial wave profile inferred from liquid film thickness time trace

With reference to the local wave shapes, generally, the slope of the leeward face changes more abruptly than that of the upwind face (seldom
exceeds 5%) [23] and it should be noted that the axes in Fig. 5 is not to scale which indicates that the disturbance wave is chartered by
extremely small aspect ratio. Although the Fig. 5 demonstrates the spatial profile of the local disturbance waves, there still exists an intractable
problem, i.e. solutions of those integral equations being restricted to the anomalous shapes from the perspective of the modeling. In view of this,
an executable local wave shape in the model should be proposed. Holowach et al. [18] proposed a wave shape in terms of sine wave to predict
the droplet entrainment in heated annular flow. However, it is very complicated when his model being applied to calculate the surface tension
force for the geometry of the deforming wave. Given that the interfacial shear stress is predominantly affected by the disturbance wave height
(disturbance wave being recognized as a source of entrainment-deposition and eddy) rather than by the detailed wave shapes. Thereby, the local
wave shapes can be reproduced approximately by mean of the method applied to the paper of Hall Taylor et al. [17], i.e. the local disturbance
wave is partitioned into two symmetrical regions starting with the identified local wave peak, and the local wave shapes can be attained by
extending forward and backward respectively for the length of half wave spacing [14] as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the local wave shape

Fig. 7 shows the detailed local wave profiles which is on the basis of the wave shape and disturbance wave data attained from the Matlab code
analysis of the high-speed video images.
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Fig. 7. Local disturbance wave shapes

3.3. Interfacial Shear Stress
For the cases found in annular two-phase flow, the interfacial shear stress generally shows an increasing trend with the increase of both gas and
liquid superficial velocities, and vice-versa. A similar tendency acquired by mean of the current model is depicted in Fig. 8, which is consistent
with the results of Alamu [9]. As gas superficial velocity increases at fixed liquid superficial velocity, the slip within the gas-liquid interface
increases, leading to a higher interfacial shear, and hence the pressure-gradient increases as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 8. Interfacial shear stress variation with gas superficial velocity

The results to be shown in the Fig. 8 indicate that the interfacial shear stress is closely linked to both gas and liquid velocity, and the viscosity is
crucial for the interfacial shear stress as demonstrated by Fukano [28]. Therefore, the interfacial shear stress can be expressed as the function of
gas, liquid velocity and viscosity. Given that the Reynolds number is the ratio of inertia force to the viscosity force, thereby, the interfacial shear
stress can be processed in the forms of Reynolds number. In view of this, the interfacial shear stress should be in the dimensionless form.
2
Rearranging Eq. 12 by mean of dividing by 2S Rllength U g jg yields,

c ft  c fs

c fw

(15)

Where, the c fw represents the non-dimensional pressure drop due to the entrainment-deposition and eddy, and the additional gravity pressure
drop caused by the variation of density in the gas core, i.e.,

O'M r
R (Ug  Ug ) g

2S Rllength U g jg2 2 llength U g jg2
''

c fw

llength

³

(1 

G local

0

R

)2dl

(16)

c fs denotes the non-dimensional pressure drop originating from the interfacial shear stress,
c fs

1
1
[
U g jg2 llength

llength

³

W i (1 

G mean

0

R

)dl ] #

Wi
U g jg2

(17)

c ft being the non-dimensional measured pressure drop given by.
llength

( Ar P r  Af P f )  U g gS

³

(1  G local ) 2dl

0
2
g g

c ft

(18)

2S Rllength U j

On basis of the MLR (Multiple Linear Regression) processing of c fs in the forms of liquid and gas Reynolds number respectively by using
current experimental data gives,
c fs 33.6Reg0.91 Re0.30
(19)
f

To validate the availability of the above correlation, Schubring’s data [29], which are available in literature, are used to verify. It should be
noted here that Schubring’s data [29] were obtained under the condition of liquid superficial velocities ranging from 0.03 m/s~ 0.35 m/s for
vertical upward annular flow having a diameter of 2.24 cm, and superficial gas velocities envelope of 10 m/s~ 85 m/s at atmospheric pressure.
As depicted in Fig. 9, the present correlation can satisfactorily predict not only the current experimental interfacial shear stress, but also the
Schubring’s data under different work conditions with the maximum relative error of ±25 %, which indicates that the current model is capable
of predicting the interfacial shear stress. It should be emphasized here that the Schubring’s data were calculated based upon three different
models, i.e. Wallis [3], Fore et al. [5], Hurlburt et al. [30].
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Fig. 9. Comparison of interfacial shear stress vs. liquid superficial velocity predicted by present correlation with current experimental
data (D=2.54 cm) and Schubring’s data (D=2.24 cm).

4. CONCLUSIONS
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Air-water vertical upward annular flow experiments have been conducted at different gas and liquid velocity conditions in a tubular test section
having an inside diameter 2.54 cm to obtain the pressure gradients that can provide data to implement a prediction model of gas-liquid
interfacial shear stress for vertical annular flow. The model takes the gas-liquid interfacial characteristics (including local wave shapes,
disturbance wave spacing, and mobility of the interface) and entrainment-deposition process and gas eddy effect into account. The results of the
current model show that the interfacial shear stress has an increasing trend for the increase of both gas and liquid superficial velocities, and the
non-dimensional pressure drop originating from the interfacial shear stress, cfs, is in the form of c fs

33.6Reg0.91 Re0.30
f .

NOMENCLATURE
A cross-sectional area of gas core, m2
cfs non-dimensional pressure drop originating from the interfacial shear stress
cft non-dimensional measured pressure gradient
cfw non-dimensional pressure drop defined in Eq. (13)
D tube diameter, m
fi interfacial shear factor
g
gravitational acceleration, m/s2
j
superficial velocity, m/s
llength disturbance wave length, m
ΔM momentum difference in gas core, N
P pressure, Pa
ΔPe pressure drop caused by gas eddy, Pa
R tube radius, m
RD droplet deposition rate
RE entrainment rate
Re Reynolds number
ug
gas core velocity, m/s
ulf liquid film velocity, m/s
up disturbance wave propagation velocity, m/s
UD mean axial velocity of depositing drops, m/s
UE mean axial velocity of entraining drops, m/s
Greek symbols
δlocal local liquid film thickness, m
λ fraction of momentum gain investing in the momentum loss due to the
entrainment-deposition process and formation of gas eddy
ρ density, kg/m3
τi interfacial shear stress, Pa
Subscripts
f front of disturbance wave, liquid phase
g gas core
i interfacial
p disturbance wave peak
r rear of disturbance wave
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